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ABSTRACT
The number of hardware threads is growing with each new
generation of multicore chips; thus, one must effectively use
threads to fully exploit emerging processors. OpenMP is
a popular directive-based programming model that helps
programmers exploit thread-level parallelism. In this pa-
per, we describe the design and implementation of a novel
performance tool for OpenMP. Our tool distinguishes itself
from existing OpenMP performance tools in two principal
ways. First, we develop a measurement methodology that
attributes blame for work and inefficiency back to program
contexts. We show how to integrate prior work on measure-
ment methodologies that employ directed and undirected
blame shifting and extend the approach to support dynamic
thread-level parallelism in both time-shared and dedicated
environments. Second, we develop a novel deferred context
resolution method that supports online attribution of per-
formance metrics to full calling contexts within an OpenMP
program execution. This approach enables us to collect com-
pact call path profiles for OpenMP program executions with-
out the need for traces. Support for our approach is an in-
tegral part of an emerging standard performance tool appli-
cation programming interface for OpenMP. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach by applying our tool to an-
alyze four well-known application benchmarks that cover the
spectrum of OpenMP features. In case studies with these
benchmarks, insights from our tool helped us significantly
improve the performance of these codes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of systems]: Measurement techniques,
Performance attributes; D.2.8 [Metrics]: Performance mea-
sures.

Keywords
OpenMP, performance measurement, performance analysis,
software tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Developing multithreaded programs for shared memory

systems can be tedious, especially if one directly uses a
primitive threading library. To simplify development of
multithreaded programs, the high performance computing
community has developed the OpenMP Application Pro-
gram Interface (OpenMP API) [15]. The compiler direc-
tives, library routines, and environment variables collec-
tively known as the OpenMP API define a portable model
for shared-memory parallel programming. OpenMP is the
preferred model for adding threading to MPI applications
for recent supercomputers based on highly-threaded proces-
sors.

Given the importance of OpenMP, it is necessary to de-
velop effective tools that pinpoint and quantify causes of
performance losses in OpenMP applications. To address
that goal, our research aims to develop effective performance
analysis strategies and techniques for OpenMP, prototype
these strategies and techniques in a tool to evaluate their
utility, and ensure that these strategies and techniques are
embodied in a general OpenMP performance tools API that
is suitable for inclusion in the OpenMP standard. This pa-
per describes the results of our research.

There are several challenges for building effective perfor-
mance tools for OpenMP. First, a tool must have low run-
time overhead. Otherwise, any measurements it records
will be suspect. Second, one must attribute performance
measurements back to the program. In previous work [1],
we have shown that attributing performance metrics to full
calling contexts in parallel programs is essential to under-
stand context-dependent performance bottlenecks, such as
synchronization delays. Third, in parallel programs, identi-
fying symptoms of performance losses is easy; gaining insight
into their causes requires a more sophisticated approach.

To address these challenges, we developed a novel frame-
work for measurement and analysis of OpenMP programs.
Our approach supports all OpenMP features including
nested parallel regions, work-sharing constructs, synchro-
nization constructs, and OpenMP tasks. We have developed
two novel methods to measure and analyze the performance
of OpenMP prograsm. First, we developed a measurement
methodology that attributes blame for work and inefficiency
back to program contexts. We show how to adapt prior work
on measurement methodologies (blame shifting, see sec-
tion 2) to OpenMP programs. We extended these methods
to support dynamic thread-level parallelism in both time-



shared and dedicated environments. Furthermore, we de-
scribe a more space-efficient mechanism for handling locks.
Second, we developed a novel deferred context resolution
method that supports on-the-fly attribution of performance
metrics to full calling contexts within an OpenMP program
execution. This approach enables us to collect compact call
path profiles for OpenMP program executions without the
need for traces.

We demonstrate the utility of our tool in case studies of
four well-known application benchmarks using a version of
the GNU OpenMP (GOMP) implementation, augmented
with lightweight instrumentation and an API to support
our measurement approach. Using insights provided by our
tool, we were able to significantly improve the performance
of these codes.

The next section of the paper surveys major OpenMP pro-
filing tools and distinguishes their various approaches from
our approach. Section 3 describes how we attribute blame
for performance losses in OpenMP programs. Section 3 also
explains our online deferred context resolution method for
attributing performance metrics to full calling contexts in
OpenMP programs. Section 4 discusses implementation is-
sues for our tool. Section 5 demonstrates the effectiveness
of our solution by studying four OpenMP benchmarks and
identifying nontrivial improvement opportunities. Section 6
summarizes our conclusions and describes our ongoing work.

2. RELATED WORK
Tools for profiling and tracing OpenMP programs use ei-

ther instrumentation or sampling as their principal measure-
ment approach.

Tools such as TAU [18], ompP [7] and Scalasca [25]
use the OPARI [14] source-to-source instrumentation tool
to insert monitoring code around OpenMP constructs and
the POMP [14] monitoring API to support measurement.
POMP was proposed as a potential standard tool API for
OpenMP; however, it was not embraced by the standards
committee. Concerns about POMP include its reliance on
instrumentation, the complexity of the API, and its runtime
overhead. IBM provides a nearly complete implementation
of the POMP API as part of their High Performance Com-
puting Toolkit (HPCT) [3] and uses binary rewriting to add
POMP calls to application executables. Due to concerns
about overhead, IBM does not support the POMP API in
optimized versions of their OpenMP runtime.

In contrast, tools such as Intel Vtune Amplifier XE
2013 [9], PGI’s Group PGPROF [22], and OpenSpeed-
Shop [17] use sampling to monitor OpenMP programs with
low measurement overhead. While Cray’s CrayPat [4] prin-
cipally uses sampling, it relies on Cray and PGI compilers
to add tracepoints to record entry/exit of parallel regions
and worksharing constructs. However, none of these tools
pinpoint code regions that cause idleness or lock waiting in
an OpenMP program. With the exception of PGPROF,
which relies on special characteristics of PGI’s OpenMP
runtime, these tools cannot attribute performance infor-
mation to user-level calling contexts and instead present
an implementation-level view that separates a main thread
from OpenMP worker threads.

The tool most similar to ours is Oracle Solaris Studio
(OSS) [16]. OSS is a full-featured, sampling-based perfor-
mance tool that supports analysis of OpenMP programs
built using Oracle’s OpenMP compiler and runtime [24].

A key component of Oracle’s OpenMP runtime is an API
that provides information to support sampling-based per-
formance tools [10]. Using the API requires no compiler
support. Oracle’s API confers two important advantages to
OSS. First, it enables OSS to collect intricate performance
metrics like overhead, idleness and work. Second, it en-
ables OSS to attribute these metrics to full user-level calling
contexts. A drawback of OSS, however, is that to collect
profiles, OSS must record sample traces and then resolve
full calling contexts from these traces during post-mortem
analysis. Such traces quickly grow large as a program ex-
ecutes. A significant difference between OSS and our work
is the approach for measurement and attribution of wait-
ing and idleness. OSS attributes idle or spinning threads to
contexts in which waiting occurs rather than trying to relate
the idleness back to its causes. For example, OSS does not
blame sequential regions for thread idleness. Consequently,
it does not highlight sequential regions as opportunities for
improving program performance.

To address the generic problem of attributing performance
losses to their causes, Tallent and Mellor-Crummey [19] pro-
posed a method for performance analysis now known as
blame shifting. Their approach is based on the insight that
an idle thread is a symptom of a performance problem rather
than the cause. They describe a strategy for sampling-based
performance analysis of Cilk programs executed by a work
stealing runtime. Rather than a thread attributing samples
to itself when it is idle, it announces its idleness to work-
ing threads using two shared variables. These two variables
count the number of idle and working threads separately.
At any asynchronous sample event, a working thread reads
both variables and computes its share of the blame, which
is proportional to the number of idle threads divided by
the number of working threads, for not keeping idle threads
busy. We refer to this strategy as undirected blame shift-
ing as a thread has no knowledge of what other thread or
threads will share the blame for its idleness.

Later, Tallent at el. [21] proposed a different blame shift-
ing technique for lock spin waiting. In the extended tech-
nique, A thread waiting for a lock shifts blame for its waiting
to the lock holder. We refer to this strategy as directed blame
shifting, since an idle thread arranges to transfer blame to a
specific thread. When OpenMP programs execute, various
circumstances require either a directed or undirected blame
shifting strategy to attribute idleness or lock waiting to its
underlying causes.

In this paper, we integrate and extend both directed
and undirected blame shifting to handle the full range of
OpenMP programs. We elaborate our approach in the next
section.

3. APPROACH
Providing insight into the performance of OpenMP pro-

grams requires careful design and implementation of mech-
anisms for measuring and attributing execution costs. To
achieve low overhead, we use a measurement approach prin-
cipally based on asynchronous sampling. The efficacy of
sampling-based profiling for analyzing program performance
is well known, e.g., [20]. A sampling-based performance
tool can collect a flat profile that identifies source lines and
routines where an OpenMP program spends its time with-
out any special support from an OpenMP runtime system.
Such an approach can identify symptoms of inefficiencies,



such as spin waiting at barriers or for locks. However, pro-
viding insight into causes of inefficiencies in OpenMP pro-
grams requires designing tool measurement capabilities for
this purpose and assistance from OpenMP runtime systems.
We designed and prototyped lightweight instrumentation for
OpenMP runtime systems that enables our tool to attribute
idleness to causes. To make our approach attractive as a
potential standard OpenMP tools API, important goals of
our work were to minimize the runtime overhead of our in-
strumentation and developer effort needed to add it to any
OpenMP runtime.

The following two sections elaborate our approach. Sec-
tion 3.1 discusses how to attribute performance metrics to
their causes for OpenMP programs. Section 3.2 describes
how to attribute metrics to full calling contexts on the fly
for OpenMP programs.

3.1 Attributing idleness and lock waiting
Our tool measures and attributes an OpenMP thread’s

execution time into four categories:

• Idleness: The time a thread is either spin waiting
or sleep waiting at a barrier for work. For example,
OpenMP threads waiting at a barrier inside or outside
a parallel region are idle. If a thread is not idle, the
thread is busy.

• Work: The time a busy thread spends executing appli-
cation code, including both serial and parallel regions.

• Overhead: The time a busy thread spends executing
code in the OpenMP runtime system.

• Lock waiting: The time a thread spends spin waiting
for locks.

These four metrics reflect different aspects of an OpenMP
program execution. Depending on which metrics are promi-
nent, different tuning strategies apply. If idleness dominates
work attributed to a code region, that code region is in-
sufficiently parallelized. If lock waiting associated with a
code region is high, that code is associated with significant
lock contention and the use of mutual exclusion in that code
region needs review. If overhead for a code region is high
but idleness is low, increasing the granularity of parallelism
may reduce the overhead. If overhead is low and idleness
is high, then decreasing the granularity of parallelism may
reduce the idleness. Finally, if the overhead and idleness for
a region are both high, then changing the granularity of par-
allelism will not help performance and the parallelization of
the code region merits review.

To collect these four metrics, we modified a version of
the GNU OpenMP runtime to explicitly maintain a state
variable for each thread. When a thread takes a sample, it
can query the runtime to determine which metric should be
adjusted. It is worth of noting that the sum of these four
metrics represents the aggregate execution time across all
threads.

Finally, we use different techniques to attribute these met-
rics to their causes. Since work and overhead belong to the
threads performing them, we attribute both metrics to a
thread receiving a sample. For idleness, we apply an undi-
rected blaming technique to attribute it to busy threads,
highlighting the fact that threads suffering from excessive
work are the causes of idleness. For lock waiting, we apply

a directed blaming technique to attribute it to lock holders
to identify problematic locks.

Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 discuss the challenge and our so-
lution for the undirected and directed blaming technique in
OpenMP programs respectively. Section 3.1.3 describes how
we integrate undirected and directed blaming to attribute
idleness and lock waiting in OpenMP programs.

3.1.1 Undirected blaming for idleness
As discussed in Section 2, previous work by Tallent

and Mellor-Crummey [19] considers how to blame idleness
among threads in a static thread pool. Their approach is in-
sufficient for OpenMP, because OpenMP allows the number
of worker threads to change dynamically during execution.
In contrast, our undirected blaming technique supports at-
tribution of idleness for OpenMP programs in the presence
of dynamic thread-level parallelism in both time-shared and
dedicated environments. Equation 1 shows how we compute
idleness for a program context in the presence of dynamic
parallelism.

Ic =

scX
k=1

Ic,k =

scX
k=1

p
ic,k

bc,k
= p

scX
k=1

(
ic,k + bc,k

bc,k
− 1)

= p

scX
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(
tc,k

bc,k
− 1) (1)

Ic is the total idleness attributed to a specific context c in
the program over time. Ic is measured in processor cycles
or microseconds and represents the aggregate idleness across
all threads while one or more threads executed code in con-
text c. Ic,k is the idleness attributed to context c for the kth

sample. p is the sampling period, which is constant during
program execution. sc is the total number of samples taken
in the context c. ic,k is the number of idle threads in the
system when sample k occurs in context c. bc,k is the num-
ber of busy threads in the system when sample k occurs in
context c. Like Tallent and Mellor-Crummey [19], we ap-
portion the blame for instantaneous idleness in the system
among the busy threads at the time. tc,k, shown as the
sum of ic,k and bc,k, is the total number of threads consid-
ered by our undirected blaming technique in the context c
when sample k is taken. Equation 1 shows how we transform
our idleness method to compute total idleness for a context
by replacing the need for ic,k, a measure of instantaneous
idleness, with tc,k, a measure of instantaneous thread-level
parallelism. After the transformation, there is no need for
our tool to maintain a shared variable reflecting the number
of idle threads in the system.

Note, however, that choosing an appropriate value for tc,k

depends on the environment. To see why, consider the ap-
propriate action concerning sequential code occurring before
the first OpenMP parallel region. In a time-shared environ-
ment, an OpenMP program should not be charged for idle-
ness outside a parallel region. In contrast, in a dedicated
environment, this sequential code should be charged for the
idleness of allocated cores even if threads have not yet been
allocated to run on them. In the text that follows, we will
elaborate the details of how our tool automatically chooses
the appropriate value of tc,k, depending on the environment.

For a time-shared environment, we should compute the
idleness incurred by OpenMP threads required by each code
region. If a code region in an OpenMP program does not use



all hardware threads, these threads are available to other co-
running programs and the OpenMP program should not be
charged for unused threads. Thus, a sequential code region
of an OpenMP program is not charged for idleness because
it requires only one thread and keeps it busy. To handle
this case, in a time-shared environment, we let tc,k to be the
number of threads in use when sample k is received in con-
text c. In this case, tc,k is a variable of c and k. Fortunately,
OpenMP provides an API to query the number of threads
in use at any time. Thus, we can compute Ic,k eagerly at
each sample k and accumulate it to Ic.

For a dedicated environment, we propose two ways to
choose tc,k values to compute two different idleness metrics
to reflect inefficiency with respect to different viewpoints.
To compute core idleness, we set tc,k to be the total number
of cores1 in a dedicated system. This setting blames work-
ing threads in an OpenMP program if a core in the system
is unused. For this case, the value of tc,k is constant dur-
ing execution and can be read from system configuration
information. Alternatively, to compute thread idleness, we
want tc,k to be the maximum number of threads ever in use
during a program’s execution. This idleness metric is use-
ful when assessing the scalability of an OpenMP program
on different numbers of threads. In this case, the maximum
number of threads used by a program will be unknown un-
til the program terminates because an OpenMP program
can dynamically adjust its thread count using an API. To
handle this case, we add two callbacks to the OpenMP run-
time system so our tool is notified when a thread is cre-
ated or destroyed. In these callbacks, our tool maintains
an instantaneous global thread count using atomic incre-
ment/decrement. During execution, our tool records the
maximum instantaneous thread count observed. When com-
puting thread idleness, tc,k represents the maximum instan-
taneous thread count during execution. Since our tool won’t
know its value until the end of an execution, we separately
accumulate two terms in Equation 1, p

P
k

1
bc,k

and−psc, for

each context. At the end of an execution, we compute both
core and thread idleness metrics for each context c accord-
ing to Equation 1 by simply multiplying

P
k

1
bc,k

through

by the appropriate value of tc,k, which is constant for all
k samples in both cases, and adding it to the second term,
which is proportional to the number of samples in c. Both of
the aforementioned methods attribute idleness to sequential
code regions in OpenMP programs, but relative to different
baselines. In our case studies, we use the thread idleness
metric to identify performance bottlenecks for benchmarks
running in a dedicated environment.

3.1.2 Directed blaming for lock waiting
Tallent at el. [21] developed a version of directed blam-

ing for pthread programs, described in Section 2. Their
method, which uses function wrapping to override pthread
locking primitives, is not applicable to OpenMP runtime
systems for three reasons. First, OpenMP runtimes have
several different mutual exclusion implementations: locks,
critical, ordered, and atomic sections. There is no defined
interface that a tool can wrap. Second, efficiently wrapping
a locking primitive requires intimate knowledge about the
representation it uses. However, OpenMP runtime vendors

1Alternatively, one could do this for SMT hardware thread
contexts.

are unwilling to commit to a fixed lock representation—they
want the freedom to use whatever representation they deem
best for a particular architecture because the choice of lock
representation may affect a program’s speed and scalability.
Third, the approach in [21] associates extra state with each
live lock to store blame information. Here, we describe a new
approach for directed blaming for OpenMP programs that
efficiently supports directed blaming for all mutual exclusion
constructs in an OpenMP runtime system. Furthermore, it
requires only modest additional space for managing blame;
namely, proportional to the maximum number of concur-
rently contended locks rather than the maximum number of
live locks.

Our directed blaming technique works in three parts: lock
acquisition, asynchronous samples, and lock release. To min-
imize the overhead of lock acquisition, we do not require that
any code be added to the critical path of an uncontended
lock acquisition in an OpenMP runtime. Only if a lock ac-
quisition fails and a thread is forced to wait does our tool
record the lock we are trying to acquire in a thread-local
variable. In this case, recording the lock will have little or
no effect on execution time since this operation is done only
when a thread begins to wait.

When a thread receives an asynchronous sample, our
performance tool’s signal handler queries the thread state
maintained in the OpenMP runtime. Besides returning the
thread state, if the thread is currently in the lockwait state,
the state query API we defined for the OpenMP runtime will
also return the address of the lock that the thread is await-
ing. If the thread is in the lockwait state, the signal handler
uses the lock address as the key for a hash table. Our tool
uses a hash table of fixed, modest size, e.g. 1024 entries, to
maintain a map of blame that must be charged to the thread
holding any particular lock.2 The hash table is initialized
when our tool is first attached to the program. When the
signal handler tries to accumulate blame for a lock in the
hash table, it allocates an entry for the lock in the table on
demand if one doesn’t already exist. Hash table entries are
tagged with the lock address. If two held locks hash to the
same entry, blame for one will be discarded. When mon-
itoring is enabled and a lock release callback is registered
with the OpenMP runtime, then every lock release will in-
voke the callback with the lock address as an argument. At
this point, we look up the lock in the hash table, accept any
blame that has accumulated in the table for the lock, and
reset the table entry’s state to free so that it is available to
be reallocated on demand. If the blame accumulated in the
table is greater than 0, then our tool unwinds the call stack
and attributes the accumulated blame for lock waiting to
the calling context of the lock release.

When designing the protocol for concurrently maintaining
the hash table to accumulate blame, we considered two types
of implementations: a heavyweight algorithm that carefully
handles any data race that might arise when two locks hash
to the same table entry, and a lighter weight implementation
that doesn’t use atomic operations to manage data races.
The heavyweight approach uses atomic operations and has
higher runtime overhead. The lighter weight method might
cause a lock to receive additional blame or some blame to be
lost. The odds of this happening in practice are extremely

2The idea of only maintaining blame for actively contended
locks in a hash table is due to Alexandre Eichenberger (IBM
T.J. Watson Research Center).



small. As a result, we opted for the lighter weight protocol.
It works exceptionally well in practice because (a) the num-
ber of locks actively contended at the same time is much
smaller than the size of hash table so collisions are rare, and
(b) only locks with very large sample counts charged to them
are worthy of attention by an analyst. While data races can
change sample counts slightly, infrequent errors of this sort
are extremely unlikely to change an analyst’s assessment as
to whether a particular lock is a problem or not.

3.1.3 Integrating directed and undirected blaming
When an OpenMP program has threads in both idle and

lockwait states at the same time, it suffers performance
losses from both thread idleness and lock contention. To
handle this case properly, directed and undirected blaming
techniques need to coordinate. The lockwait metric needs no
special care because we can always blame it directly to the
context of lock holders. However, the attribution of idleness
in such circumstances deserves careful attention.

Consider an OpenMP program execution at a point in
time when there are ni threads idle, nw threads working,
and nl thread waiting for locks. There are three reasonable
ways to consider attributing blame for idleness among these
threads. First, we consider using undirected blaming to only
charge idleness of the ni idle threads to the nw working
threads. Any working thread that receives an asynchronous
sample in this execution state charges itself for ni

nw
units of

idleness. This blaming scheme highlights code regions being
executed by working threads as contributing to the idleness
of other threads, but it ignores threads holding locks as de-
serving extra attention. The second method uses undirected
blaming to charge an equal fraction of idleness to each thread
that is working or waiting for a lock. This method attributes

ni
nw+nl

idleness to the context that receives an asynchronous

sample in a working or waiting thread. This scheme charges
idleness not only to the context of each working thread that
receives an asynchronous sample, but also to the context of
any thread waiting for a lock. The rationale of this scheme
is that an idle thread is waiting for all working and waiting
threads. Note, however, that each thread waiting for a lock
is waiting for a lock holder. Our third method uses undi-
rected blaming technique to charge idleness to threads both
in working and lock waiting state, and then uses directed
blaming to charge idleness inherited by a thread waiting for a
lock to its lock holder. For example, if all nl waiting threads
are spinning at the same lock, this method attributes ni

nw+nl

idleness to each context that receives an asynchronous sam-
ple in a working thread, ninl

nw+nl
idleness to the lock release,

and no idleness to the context in each waiting thread. We
choose the third of these methods because it transfers any
blame for idleness received while waiting for a lock directly
to the lock holder.

3.2 Deferred context resolution
Attributing metrics to full calling context is essential for

understanding the performance of parallel programs and the
underlying causes of inefficiencies. Consequently, interpret-
ing the runtime stack for both master and worker threads
in an OpenMP program is paramount. Most OpenMP run-
times manage master and worker threads separately. In fact,
too our knowledge, only PGI’s OpenMP runtime uses a cac-
tus stack to readily provide both master and worker threads
with a unified call stack view.

Figure 1: The call stack for master, sub-master and
worker threads in an OpenMP program with three
levels of nested parallelism. As shown, stacks grow
from bottom to top. The calling contexts for the
parallel regions shown in grey are scattered across
two or more threads.

To illustrate the problem tools face interpreting call stacks
of OpenMP threads, consider Figure 1, which shows the call
stacks of several threads in the presence of nested paral-
lelism. When a worker thread in an outer parallel region
encounters nested parallelism, it becomes a master thread
for the inner region. Threads other than the master thread
lack full calling context for computations they perform. As-
sembling the complete user-level calling context for work in
a parallel region requires information about the calling con-
text for the region itself, as well as that of any enclosing
regions. Thus, to assemble the full calling context for region
3 being executed by the level 3 worker, the level 3 worker
requires the location in region 3 from its own stack, the con-
text in which region 3 was invoked by the level 2 sub-master
thread, the context in which region 2 was invoked by the
level 1 sub-master thread, and finally the context in which
region 1 was invoked by the master thread.

A straightforward way to support assembly of distributed
context information involves the following steps when en-
countering a parallel region:

1. Create a unique ID for the parallel region instance.

2. If the master thread encounters a parallel region, un-
wind its call stack to capture the region’s creation con-
text and store the resulting context in a region table
where it can be looked up by region ID.

3. If a sub-master thread or a worker encounters a new
parallel region, unwind its call stack to the parallel re-
gion at the base of its stack, look up the calling context
for that parallel region in the region table, assemble
the full calling context of the new region instance, and
register it in the region table.

When a thread receives an asynchronous sample as the pro-
gram runs, the thread merely needs to unwind its own call



stack, determine the parallel region at the base of its stack,
look up the prefix of its calling context in the region table,
and assemble the final result. To support this approach, the
OpenMP runtime system needs to supply a callback at the
entry of each parallel region instance and an API that the
tool can use to query a parallel region instance ID.

Capturing the context using the outlined approach, how-
ever, is more expensive than it needs to be. The overhead
of this approach can be reduced in some cases. If a par-
allel region is small and worker threads in the region run
quickly enough so that no asynchronous samples are taken
while they are executing work in the region, then there is
no need to recover the full calling context for the region.
To avoid the cost of context capture when no worker thread
has been sampled in the region, Itzkowitz [10] proposed a
deferred context resolution technique that is used in Oracle
Solaris Studio [16].

Rather than capturing the calling context context for a
new a parallel region instance as it is entered, Oracle So-
laris Studio defers capturing context until the end of the
region instance. They maintain a global map that indicates
whether a thread received an asynchronous sample within a
parallel region instance. If not, then one can skip capturing
the region’s context. While the deferred context resolution
can dramatically reduce measurement overhead for small,
but frequently called parallel regions, it introduces a new
problem: a thread can no longer immediately assemble the
full context for its work when it receives an asynchronous
sample. The context for any enclosing parallel regions will
only become available after the regions exit. In Oracle So-
laris Studio, Itzkowitz et al. cope with this by recording
available partial context information for each sample in a
trace. Then, in a post mortem phase, full context is re-
constructed using context for enclosing parallel regions that
later becomes available. Supporting deferred context resolu-
tion places an additional constraint on an OpenMP runtime
system—a callback from region exit is required.

To avoid the need for large traces and post-mortem con-
text assembly when using deferred context resolution, we
devised an approach for online deferred context resolution.
Whenever the master thread receives an asynchronous sam-
ple, it unwinds its call stack and enters its call path into the
reference calling context tree (CCT). Whenever an OpenMP
worker thread receives an asynchronous sample, the thread
queries its parallel region ID. Its full calling context won’t
be known at this point because the context of the enclosing
parallel region won’t be known until after the region exits.
Let us denote the call stack suffix the worker thread recovers
at this point as s. Since the calling context for the enclosing
parallel region is not yet known, s will have a placeholder at
its base associated with its enclosing parallel region instance
ID r1. The thread next records s in a thread-private CCT
rooted at r1. This CCT is stored in a thread CCT map in-
dexed by r1. When the thread receives a subsequent sample,
it again unwinds its call stack. If it is still in in the parallel
region instance with ID r1, it adds its new call stack suffix
to its calling context tree rooted at r1 in the thread CCT
map.

When a master or sub master exits a parallel region r,
it checks the region instance sample map to see if a sample
was processed by any worker or sub-master thread in that
parallel region instance. If so, the thread unwinds its call
stack to acquire the calling context s2 of the parallel region

instance. s2 is entered in the resolved region map indexed
by the parallel region ID r.

When a worker or sub-master thread receives an asyn-
chronous sample, if it finds itself in a parallel region differ-
ent than the one for the previous sample, it inspects the
thread CCT map to see if any context information for its
CCTs is available from the resolved region map. If so, it
prepends context information from the resolved region map
to its relevant CCTs. Any CCT whose context is now fully
resolved is taken out of the thread CCT map and placed into
the reference CCT. When a thread exits or a process termi-
nates, all remaining deferred contexts are resolved and any
remaining information in the thread CCT map is folded into
the reference CCT.

We compare our online method for deferred context reso-
lution with the offline method used by Oracle Solaris Studio
using the LULESH application benchmark, which is one of
our case studies described in Section 5.2. For a 48-thread
execution of LULESH using the same program input and
sampling rate, Oracle Solaris Studio records a 170MB per-
formance data file to perform deferred context resolution
postmortem. Using our online deferred context resolution
strategy, our tool records a compact profile for each thread,
8MB total—a reduction in data volume of more than 20x.

Like Oracle Solaris Studio, our prototype tool distin-
guishes OpenMP runtime frames on the call stack from oth-
ers by simply identifying that they belong to the shared li-
brary for the OpenMP runtime. For the OpenMP standard,
a solution suitable for statically-linked programs is needed
as well. We are part of the OpenMP standards committee
working group designing a new tools API that provides the
necessary support. The new API has the OpenMP runtime
record stack addresses for procedure frames that enter and
exit the OpenMP runtime. When one uses call stack un-
winding, this interface will enable one to identify sequences
of procedure frames on the stack that belong to the OpenMP
runtime rather than user code, even for statically linked pro-
grams. We are in the process of evaluating this design to
provide feedback to the OpenMP tools API subcommittee.

A note about context resolution for OpenMP tasks.
OpenMP 3.0 tasks [2] support work stealing execution.

With respect to context resolution, this introduces an addi-
tional consideration. Since task creation may be separated
from task execution, tasks have an additional component to
their context—the creation context.

To record the creation context of a task, we add an 8-byte
field in the OpenMP task data structure maintained by the
runtime system. Once a non-immediate-run task is created,
a callback function is invoked to pass the 8-byte field to
the performance tool. The performance tool unwinds the
call stack to collect the task creation context in the callback
function invoked at each task creation point. It then updates
the 8-byte field in the task structure with the task creation
context. When a task is executed, the performance tool
uses two query APIs to get the task creation context and
the root frame of the executing task. We combine the two
to get the full context of the task. One complicated but
practical case is that one task can be nested in another task.
We can concatenate the outer task creation context with
the inner task creation context to resolve the full context of
the inner task. However, if the program recursively creates
nested tasks, the call site of inner-most tasks may be deep



in the call stack. Long recursive call paths aren’t typically
of much interest to a performance analyst. For that reason,
we collapse the call stack for recursive tasks. If the root
frame of one task is the same as that of its parent, we fold
the performance data of the task into its parent and skip its
frames on the call stack.

Incorporating the creation context into the complete con-
text for every OpenMP task is expensive. The overhead of
eagerly gathering this information cannot be tied to the sam-
pling rate, and therefore it is uncontrolled. Consequently, we
do not employ creation-extended task context construction
by default. Rather than providing a full creation context
for a task by default, we simply associate the task with its
enclosing parallel region. If a performance analyst needs the
full creation context for tasks, our tool will collect it upon
request, though this extra information increases monitoring
overhead. Our case studies in Section 5 did not require full
creation contexts for tasks to provide performance insights.

4. TOOL IMPLEMENTATION
To evaluate our ideas, we implemented them in the HPC-

Toolkit [1] performance tools. HPCToolkit is an open-
source, multi-platform, sampling-based performance tool for
measurement and analysis of application performance on
parallel systems. We extended HPCToolkit’s existing call
path profiler to support the techniques described in the pre-
vious section. Using these techniques, our extended HPC-
Toolkit is able to analyze the performance of OpenMP and
OpenMP+MPI programs by both collecting measures of
work, idleness, overhead, and lock waiting; and then at-
tributing these measures to full calling contexts in a unified
user-level view. To analyze performance data, we use HPC-
Toolkit’s hpcviewer graphical user interface. hpcviewer as-
sociates both measured and derived metrics to full calling
contexts, thereby representing a unified view reconstructed
using our online deferred context resolution strategy.

The implementation of our techniques, however, requires
support from the OpenMP runtime system. Consequently,
we took special care to minimize the required support. Our
initial prototype was based on an open-source OpenMP im-
plementation — GNU OpenMP (GOMP) [6]. To support
both our blaming strategies and online deferred context res-
olution, we modified GOMP source code to insert necessary
callbacks, query functions, and data structures associated
with parallel regions and tasks. Our modification encom-
passed 5 files and less than 50 lines of code. The software
development cost to add the necessary OpenMP runtime
support for our methods is quite low. Also, as we show in
Section 5, the runtime impact of our proposed support is
similarly low.

To quantify the improvement one can obtain after opti-
mization, we compute two derived metrics from each raw
metric we defined in Section 3.1. For example, we derive
absolute idleness and relative idleness metrics from the raw
idleness metric. Absolute idleness quantifies the idleness in
a given context relative to the entire effort of the program.
It shows the maximum possible (percentage) improvement
if the idleness is eliminated for that context. Relative idle-
ness reflects the parallel efficiency for the context. A high
relative idleness value means the context is making poor use
of parallel resources. A good rule of thumb is to focus opti-
mization efforts on contexts with both high absolute idleness
and high relative idleness.

Note that both derived metrics are computed after the raw
data has been collected. The defining equations are shown
in equation 2. The notation key in equation 2 is as follows:
Ic,abs is the absolute idleness computed for context c; Ic,rel

is the relative idleness computed for context c; Ic, Wc, Oc,
and Lc are idleness, work, overhead, and lock waiting re-
spectively attributed to the context c; Ir, Wr, Or, and Lr

are idleness, work, overhead, and lock waiting respectively
aggregated for the whole program.

Ic,abs =
Ic

Ir + Wr + Or + Lr
× 100%

Ic,rel =
Ic

Ic + Wc + Oc + Lc
× 100% (2)

It is worth noting that analogous derived metrics exist for
work, overhead and lock waiting as well.

5. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we evaluate the utility and overhead of

our measurement approach using a set of application bench-
marks that employ OpenMP parallel loops with and without
nested parallel regions, OpenMP tasking, and OpenMP in
conjunction with MPI. Below, we briefly describe the bench-
marks that we studied.

• AMG2006 [13], one of the Sequoia benchmarks de-
veloped by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
is a parallel algebraic multigrid solver for linear sys-
tems arising from problems on unstructured grids. The
driver for this benchmark builds linear systems for var-
ious 3D problems. It consists of sequential and parallel
regions that both affect its performance. AMG2006 is
a MPI-OpenMP hybrid benchmark written in C.

• LULESH [12] is an C++ application benchmark de-
veloped by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
solving the Sedov blast wave problem for one 3D ma-
terial. LULESH is implemented using a variety of par-
allel programming models; here, we study the perfor-
mance of its OpenMP version. The OpenMP imple-
mentation of LULESH contains parallel regions inside
deep loop nests so the number of parallel region in-
stances in an execution is more than 20K.

• NAS BT-MZ [11] is a multi-zone parallel benchmark
written in Fortran that employs two levels of nested
OpenMP parallelism. It divides the data into several
zones which are computed in the first level parallel re-
gions. In each zone, computation is also parallelized in
second level parallel regions. This benchmark manages
load balance in the outer-level parallel regions.

• HEALTH [5] is a benchmark that is part of the
Barcelona OpenMP Tasks Suite. With the medium in-
put, it creates more than 17 million untied tasks during
execution. The benchmark is used to evaluate task cre-
ation and scheduling policies inside an OpenMP run-
time system.

We compiled each of these benchmarks using the GNU
4.6.2 compiler with -O3 optimization and linked with our
modified version of GOMP library from GCC 4.6.2. We
measured the performance of these codes on a system with
four 12-core AMD Magny-Cours processors and 128 GB



Benchmark native GOMP modified GOMP profiling
AMG2006 54.02s 54.10s 56.76s
LULESH 402.34s 402.56s 416.78s

NAS BT-MZ 32.10s 32.15s 34.23s
HEALTH 71.74s 72.20s 74.27s

Table 1: Running times for our case study applica-
tions with (a) the unmodified GOMP runtime li-
brary (no sampling), (b) the modified GOMP li-
brary with lightweight instrumentation to support
blame shifting (no sampling), and (c) the modified
GOMP library while profiling at 200 samples per
second per thread. Execution times represent the
average over three executions.

memory. For AMG2006, we studied executions consisting
of 4 MPI processes and 8 OpenMP threads per process. For
LULESH, we studied executions with 48 OpenMP threads.
For NAS BT-MZ, we studied executions that used 4 threads
for outer parallel region and 8 threads for inner parallel re-
gions. For HEALTH, we studied runs on 8 OpenMP threads.
We measured the performance of these codes using asyn-
chronous sampling at a rate of 200 samples/s per thread.

We first evaluate the measurement overhead associated
with our modified GOMP library and profiler. Table 1 com-
pares the execution time of each benchmark code using the
native GOMP library, our modified GOMP library with per-
formance measurement hooks, and the modified GOMP li-
brary with our profiler attached. The capabilities employed
by our profiler include using undirected, directed as well
as integrated blaming for idleness, work, overhead and lock
waiting, and using online deferred context resolution for par-
allel regions, resolving task contexts to their enclosing par-
allel region. By comparing the times in the first and second
columns of the table, we see that our GOMP modifications
to support performance tools add almost no overhead. Com-
paring the first and third columns shows that the measure-
ment overhead using our profiler is less than 5% for each of
these codes.

Note that if we resolve the full creation context for tasks
to their creation contexts in HEALTH, the run time of a pro-
filed execution jumps from 74.27s to 431.48s. This is more
than a 6x slowdown compared to its unmonitored execution.
Resolving the full creation context for tasks in HEALTH is
so expensive because HEALTH creates 17 million tiny tasks
as it executes, with each task requiring a call stack unwind
to recover its full creation context. To keep measurement
overhead low, our profiler’s default measurement approach
is to only resolve task contexts to their enclosing parallel
region.

In the following four sections, we illustrate the effective-
ness of our profiling approach by describing insights it deliv-
ered for each of our benchmark applications and how they
helped us identify optimizations that yielded non-trivial im-
provements to these codes.

5.1 AMG2006
Figure 2 shows a time-centric view of traces of AMG2006

executing on 8 MPI ranks with 8 OpenMP threads per rank.
Trace lines for each of the MPI processes and OpenMP
threads are stacked along the Y axis and time flows left

Figure 2: HPCToolkit’s time-centric view rendering
of a complete execution of AMG2006 on 64 cores –
8 MPI ranks with 8 OpenMP threads/rank.

to right. The color at each point in a thread’s time line rep-
resents the procedure executing at that time. An execution
of AMG2006 consists of three phases: MPI initialization,
problem setup, and solve.

During initialization, only the master thread in each MPI
rank is active. The initial white space in the traces of
OpenMP worker threads shows that they are idle before
they are created. During the setup phase shown in Fig-
ure 2, the light gray color for OpenMP worker threads rep-
resents worker threads blocked in pthread_cond_wait. This
view illustrates that OpenMP threads are idle most of the
time; the largest component of that idleness occurs while
the master thread in each MPI rank executes serial code
for hypre_BoomerAMGCoarsen. Our code-centric view for
the full execution (not shown) reports that 34.9% of the
total effort in the execution corresponds to idleness while
hypre_BoomerAMGCoarsen executes; the relative idleness our
tool attributes to this routine is 87.5%—exactly what we
would expect with one of 8 cores working within an MPI
rank. Our tool’s quantitative measure for idleness attributed
to this serial code is a result of our blame shifting approach.
Neither VTune nor Oracle Solaris Studio directly associates
idleness with serial code. During the setup phase, short
bursts of activity by OpenMP worker threads separate long
gray intervals of idleness. However, the intervals of activ-
ity by the worker threads are of unequal lengths, which in-
dicates that even when threads are working, their work is
imbalanced. While the setup phase in this benchmark ex-
ecution accounts for a large fraction of the total time, the
solve phase dominates in production computations. For that
reason, we focus the rest of our analysis on the performance
of the solve phase. Figure 3 shows an expanded view of one
iteration of the solve phase. The imbalanced intervals of
gray indicate idleness caused by a severe load imbalance in
OpenMP loops employed by hyper_BoomerAMGRelax.

To analyze the solver phase in more detail, we use HPC-
Toolkit’s code-centric hpcviewer to analyze measurement
data collected for just the solve phase of the benchmark in an
execution by 4 MPI ranks with 8 OpenMP threads per rank.
Figure 4 attributes idleness, work and overhead to the com-



Figure 3: HPCToolkit’s time-centric view rendering
of a single iteration of AMG2006’s solver on 64 cores
– 8 MPI ranks with 8 OpenMP threads/rank.

plete calling context of parallel regions. hpcviewer consists
of three panes. The top one is the source code pane; the bot-
tom left one shows program contexts such as routines, loops
and statements; the bottom right one shows the metrics as-
sociated with each program context. Both inclusive and ex-
clusive values are computed for all metrics. Figure 4 shows
only inclusive metric values. The 40.75% aggregate absolute
idleness metric for the solve phase means that threads are
working only about 60% of the time. The OpenMP run-
time overhead for the solve phase is negligible—only 0.02%.
Drilling down the call path from main, we find that a large
part of the idleness in the solve phase is attributed to a par-
allel region—hyper_BoomerAMGRelax._omp_fn.23, which is
highlighted in Figure 4. Work by that routine (and rou-
tines it calls) accounts for 12.42% of the idleness in the solve
phase. The relative idleness measure of 34.15% for this pro-
gram context indicates that this parallel region is active,
roughly one third of the threads are idle. The discussion in
Section 3.1 indicates that if overhead is low and idleness is
high, one should reduce the granularity of parallel work to
increase parallelism and improve load balance.

To apply this optimization, we examined the source code
corresponding to hyper_BoomerAMGRelax._omp_fn.23 in the
source pane of Figure 4. We found that this parallel region
decomposes the computation into one piece of work for each
thread and each thread is statically assigned a piece of work.
Since each piece of work computes an equal number of iter-
ations in the parallel loop, it would appear that each thread
has equal amount of work. However, the execution time of
iterations differs significantly due to characteristics of the
input dataset, resulting in load imbalance. To reduce the
load imbalance that causes the high idleness in this parallel
region, we decomposed the work into a number of smaller
pieces and used dynamic scheduling to balance the work
among threads. Decomposing the work into five chunks per
thread provided enough flexibility for dynamic scheduling to
reduce load imbalance without adding too much overhead
for the scheduling itself. The optimization reduced the idle-
ness of hyper_BoomerAMGRelax._omp_fn.23 from 3.05e+11
to 4.53e+09 CPU cycles, reducing the running time of the
solve phase by 11%.

Figure 4: A calling context view of AMG2006’s
solver phase. More than 12% of the execution time
of all threads is spent idling in the highlighted par-
allel region.

5.2 LULESH
In Figure 5, we analyze measurements from a 48-thread

execution of LULESH using a bottom-up view which at-
tributes metric consumption to routines and their calling
contexts. We sorted the results to identify routines with the
highest exclusive absolute idleness. The top routine is the
madvise system call, which is called by free from both the
application and the OpenMP runtime. The idleness associ-
ated with free amounts to 4.6% of the total thread execu-
tion time. The percentage of relative idleness indicates that
only the master thread calls free and the other 47 threads
are idle. It is worth noting that the performance tool re-
ports that free accounts for only 0.1% of total execution
time. Without idleness blame shifting, it would not appear
that memory management is a potential performance prob-
lem. To see if we could improve performance by using a
better memory allocator, we used Google’s TCMalloc [8]
(a high-performance threaded allocator) instead of glibc’s
implementations of malloc and free. Surprisingly, the exe-
cution time drops from 402s to 102s—a 75% improvement!

To understand the improvement, which was well beyond
our expectations, we compared profiles of the original and
optimized versions of LULESH. As we expected, the abso-
lute idleness associated with free drops from 4.6% to less
than 0.1%. However, we also found that the work associated
with some parallel regions shrank by a factor of 20. Further
examination showed that data is allocated immediately be-
fore entering these regions on each iteration of an enclosing
loop. Pseudo code in Figure 6 shows the structure of these
problematic parallel regions. Because glibc’s free releases
memory pages to the operating system, a subsequent malloc
causes pages to be added back to the application’s address
space. As threads attempt to write these newly-allocated
pages in the parallel region, they fault and stall as the oper-
ating system lazily zero-fills the pages. Repeatedly freeing,
reallocating, and zero-filling pages is surprisingly costly. Un-



Figure 5: A bottom-up view of call path profiles
for LULESH. madvise, which is called while freeing
memory, is identified as the routine with the most
idleness.

for( ... ) {

malloc a[n], b[n], c[n];

#pragma parallel for

for(i=0; i<n; i++) {

a[i] = ...;

b[i] = ...;

c[i] = ...;

}

free a, b, c;

}

Figure 6: Pseudo code showing how memory is al-
located, initialized, and freed in LULESH.

like glibc, TCMalloc does not return deallocated pages to
the operating system so it avoids the cost of repeated zero-
filling, leading to a 75% speedup.

While our idleness measure didn’t help us predict the full
benefit of changing the memory allocator, it did uncover the
“tip of the iceberg,” which helped us improve the perfor-
mance of LULESH. The high overhead of zero-filling pages
that we missed with our measurements was masquerading as
work since it was incurred in parallel regions. An analysis
based on sampling measurements of real time and gradu-
ated instructions might have provided some additional in-
sight into operating system overhead that was unobserved.

5.3 NAS BT-MZ
To evaluate HPCToolkit’s support for measurement and

analysis of OpenMP programs with nested parallel regions,
we used it to study the performance of the NAS BT-MZ
benchmark. Figure 7 shows the unified calling contexts
that HPCToolkit recovers for nested parallel regions in BT-
MZ. In the figure, the parallel region MAIN__._omp_fn.3 is
nested inside MAIN__._omp_fn.0, showing that our method
properly reconstructs calling contexts for nested parallel re-

Figure 7: A calling context view of call path pro-
files for BT-MZ shows that the amount of idleness
reported for exch_qbc is over seven times larger than
the work it performs.

gions. The aggregate absolute idleness is larger than ab-
solute work, which means that threads are idle more than
half of the time during execution. Examination of the in-
clusive idleness measurements for the calling context of the
nested parallel regions shows that most of the idleness comes
from the innermost region. To optimize BT-MZ, we refac-
tored the exch_qbc routine highlighted in Figure 7 because
it has 1.55% absolute work but 11.1% absolute idleness. The
relative idleness for this routine is more than 87%. Look-
ing deeper along the call path inside the innermost parallel
region, we see that pthread_create is responsible for idle-
ness that amounts to roughly 3% of the overall execution
cost. This cost is incurred because GOMP does not use a
persistent thread pool for threads in nested parallel regions.
Threads used in nested parallel regions are created at region
entry and destroyed at region exit. For a nested parallel re-
gion in a loop, frequent thread creation and destruction can
degrade performance.

Changing the inner parallel region inside exch_qbc to a
sequential region eliminated the idleness caused by thread
creation and destruction, improving performance by 8%.

5.4 HEALTH
To evaluate HPCToolkit’s support for measurement and

analysis of programs based on OpenMP tasking, we stud-
ied the HEALTH benchmark. In this execution, we used
HPCToolkit’s (low-overhead) default context resolution for
tasks, which attributes tasks back only to their enclosing
parallel region rather than their full creation context. In
experiments with HEALTH on eight threads, we found that
its absolute idleness was much less than 1%, indicating that
each thread was working on a parallel task most of the time.
However, severe lock contention in the benchmark caused
threads to spend much of their time spin waiting. Figure 8
shows a bottom-up view of the lock waiting metrics for an
execution of HEALTH. The absolute lock wait metric shows
threads in HEALTH spent roughly 75% of their total exe-
cution time waiting for locks. As described in Section 3.1.2,



Figure 8: Bottom up view of HEALTH benchmark
showing lock contention in the GOMP library.

blame for lock waiting gets attributed to the context where
the lock holder releases the lock. Figure 8 shows blame be-
ing attributed up call paths from lock release to contexts
where the lock was released.

The highly contended locks are released on line 201 of
GOMP_task and line 348 of GOMP_taskwait. Locks released
at these points account for significant waiting—roughly 41%
and 33% of the thread execution time respectively. The
OpenMP task sim_village_par._omp_fn_2 is the common
caller of GOMP_task and GOMP_taskwait, where lock con-
tention leads to significant waiting. The lock release high-
lighted in the source code pane shows the problematic lock—
task_lock. Note that task_lock is used in the GOMP li-
brary, not the user’s code. task_lock is the lock used to
manipulate the task queue created in a parallel region. It
causes excessive contention in sim_village_par._omp_fn_2,
as this routine recursively spawns 17 million tiny tasks and
all threads contend for the lock to access the task queue.
The task_lock used by sim_village_main_par._omp_fn.1

causes little contention, so there is no need to optimize this
parallel region. The best way to reduce contention for the
task queue inside sim_village_par._omp_fn_2 is to reduce
the number of tasks by increasing task granularity. Another
version of the program achieves this objective by using a
cutoff to stop spawning tasks once granularity falls below
a threshold. This improvement reduced program execution
time by 82%, which is consistent with what our lock waiting
measurements predicted.

6. CONCLUSIONS & ONGOING WORK
This paper proposes mechanisms to support low-overhead,

app problem optimization improvement
AMG2006 high idleness in

parallel regions
use dynamic
scheduling to
eliminate load
imbalance

11%

LULESH high idleness
caused by
a sequential
routine free

use Google’s
tcmalloc
threaded
allocator

75%

BT-MZ high idleness
caused by fre-
quent thread
creation and
exit in nested
parallel regions

eliminate un-
necessary inner
parallel regions

8%

HEALTH high lock con-
tention for the
task queue in
OpenMP run-
time

coarsen the
task granular-
ity

82%

Table 2: Summary of performance bottlenecks iden-
tified using our tool and our code optimizations in
response.

sampling-based performance analysis of OpenMP programs.
We demonstrate that an implementation of these techniques
in HPCToolkit provides deep insight into the performance
of threaded program executions by measuring and attribut-
ing informative metrics including idleness, work, overhead,
and lock waiting. Our OpenMP profiler employs online de-
ferred context resolution to efficiently and accurately at-
tribute these metrics to full calling contexts in compact pro-
files, avoiding the space overhead of traces required by prior
tools. Reducing the space overhead is an important aspect
of our strategy that will enable it to scale to large parallel
systems. The case studies reported in this paper validate
the effectiveness and low overhead of our approach. Table 2
indicates the problems we identified using our tool in each of
the application benchmarks, summarizes the optimizations
we applied to improve each program, and shows the percent
improvement that we achieved.

We are presently working with the OpenMP standards
committee to define a standard tools API for OpenMP. The
emerging interface developed with the committee provides
full support for our blame shifting approach. This includes
interfaces that enable us to attribute performance metrics to
full calling contexts as well as to pinpoint and quantify root
causes of thread idleness and lock waiting. The new tools
API provides support sufficient for analysis of both stati-
cally and dynamically linked applications. IBM has added
support for a draft of this interface to a new lightweight
OpenMP runtime system for their XL compilers for Blue
Gene/Q. An implementation of HPCToolkit employs this
draft interface to measure OpenMP programs executed by
this runtime.

In the future, we plan to generalize our approach for de-
ferred context resolution to support assembly of global view
call path profiles on a heterogeneous system that offloads
computation from a host node populated with conventional
multicore chips to attached manycore accelerators, such as
Intel MIC chips.
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